Controller of Undesirable Publications (CUP)
Section A) HS Codes and Product Codes for Publications
Section B) HS Codes and Product Codes for Recorded Sound Media
Section C) CUP Exempted Categories

Section A) HS Codes and Product Codes for Publications
(Please refer to Section C for exempted categories)
HS CODE/DESCRIPTION
49019910
(Educational, technical,
scientific, historical or
cultural books)

PRODUCT
CODE
CUPBOKEXE
CUPBOKNEX
CUPBOKMIX
CUPBOKUNK

49019990
(Brochures, leaflets & similar
printed matter not in single
sheets)

49021000
(Newspapers, journals and
periodicals appearing at
least four times a week)
49029010
(Educational, technical,
scientific, historical or
cultural newspapers,
journals and periodicals
appearing less than four
times a week)
49029090
(Newspapers, journals and
periodicals which are not
educational, technical,
scientific, historical or
cultural in nature, appearing
less than four times a week)

CUPCOMMAS
CUPCOMFOR

CUPNEWOFF

CUPNEWMAS
CUPNEWFOR
CUPMAGEXE
CUPMAGNEX
CUPMAGUNK
CUPMAGMIX
CUPMAGMAS
CUPMAGSIN
CUPCOMMAS
CUPCOMFOR

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

UNIT

Books under CUP exempted categories
Books that are not under the exempted
categories
Mixed consignment of books under the
exempted and non-exempted categories
Books with unknown content
Comics published/printed in Malaysia that
are in book form

NMB

Comics imported from countries other
than Malaysia that are in book form
Offshore newspapers include the Wall
Street Journal Asia, Financial Times,
Newsweek, South China Morning Post,
Sunday Morning Post, The Economist,
TIME and Yazhou Zhoukan
Newspapers from Malaysia
Foreign newspapers other than Malaysia
and offshore newspapers.
Magazines under CUP exempted
categories
Magazines that are not under the
exempted categories
Magazines with unknown content
Mixed consignment of magazines under
the exempted and non-exempted
categories
Publications published/printed in Malaysia
excluding comics, newspapers and books
Publications published in Singapore but
printed outside Singapore and Malaysia.
Comics published/printed in Malaysia that
are in magazine form
Comics imported from countries other
than Malaysia that are in magazine form

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

NMB

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

Section B) Recorded Sound Media
HS CODE/
DESCRIPTION

85232929
(Other recorded magnetic
tapes of a width not
exceeding 4 mm)
85232949
(Other recorded magnetic
tapes of a width exceeding
4mm but not exceeding 6.5
mm)
85232969
(Other recorded magnetic
tapes of width exceeding
6.5mm)
85234912
(Recorded educational,
technical, scientific,
historical or cultural discs
for reproducing sound only,
for laser reading system)
85234913
(Recorded optical discs
other than educational,
technical, scientific,
historical or cultural, for
reproducing sound only, for
laser reading system)
85238040
(Gramophone records)
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PRODUCT
CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

UNIT

CUPAUDEXE

Audio materials under CUP exempted
categories

NMB

CUPAUDNEX

Audio materials that are not under the
exempted categories

NMB

CUPAUDUNK

CUPAUDMIX

CUPAUDLAN

Audio materials with unknown content
Mixed consignment of audio materials
under the exempted and non-exempted
categories

Audio materials by languages other than
English and Mandarin/Dialect

NMB

NMB

NMB

